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77. 
COMPUTATIONAL NEUROLINGUISTICS 
Helen M. Gigley 
Computer and Information Sciences Department 
Computational neurolinguistics is an interdisciplinary approach to 
studying natural language processing that uses methodologies from 
artificial intelligence (AI), and neural modelling to define, design, 
and implement a simulation model of language. The initial design, 
implementation, and development of HOPE, a neurolinguistically 
constrained processing model of natural language comprehension is the 
first such simulation model developed (cf. Baron, 1974a; 1974b; 1975; 
Cunningham and Gray, 1974; Lavorel, 1982) for discussion of other 
neuro-based models). The model is based on evidence from normal and 
aphasic language behavior as reported in the literature of 
psycholinguistics, neurolinguistics, and linguistics. 
We will provide a brief overview of the behavioral constraints 
incorporated in the design, the neurologically plausible control 
strategies of the implementation, and describe a II first effort" in 
validation of an aspect of the model in its current stage. (A more 
The author wishes to thank Dr. Michael Arbib, Dr. Joseph Duffy, Mrs. 
Esmat Ezzat, Dr. Pierre Lavorel, Dr. Victor Lesser, and Dr. Barbara 
Partee for their help in making this research possible. 
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detailed presentation can be found in Gigley, 1982). The need for such 
simulation models as aids in our investigation of brain function, and in 
language has been discussed elsewhere (cf. Arbib and Caplan, 1979; 
Lavorel, 1980; Lavorel, 1982) and will not be included. 
1. Behavioral Constraints and HOPE 
The most critical behavioral constraint on HOPE's design was the 
fact that the model had to simulate processing in what could be assumed 
to be a "normal" way,, and that it could be artificially "lesioned" and 
continue to function without redesign or re-implementation. Further 
behavioral constraints were imposed by observation of performance of 
aphasic individuals and by clinical and neurolinguistic evidence as 
documented in the literature. These constraints dictate the knowledge 
structures included in the design, PHONETIC, morphological 
relationships, case-control information for verbs, GRAMMAR, word-meaning 
representation, and a contextually determined memory representation of 
the meaning of an utterance distinct from world knowledge, called a 
PRAGMATIC representation. 
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Hypothesized "lesion" conditions included in the design are: 
1. degradation of knowledge representations 
2. inability to access knowledge representation(s), 
3. short-term memory capacity problems, and 
4. that mistiming could be a factor 
deficits if timing-coordination 
factor of normal processing. 
underlying observed 
was considered a 
aphasic 
critical 
The first three hypotheses are suggested from neurolinguistic and 
clinical studies (cf. Brookshire, 1978; Duffy, 1979; Geschwind, 1965; 
Goodglass and Kaplan, 1972; Jenkins, Jiminez-Pabon, Shaw, and Sefer, 
1975; Lesser, 1978). The fourth hypothesis is based on the fact that 
we are simulating a neural, time-dependent, coordinated process, and 
supported by several studies of the effect of presentation time of 
auditory input on aphasic patients' processing (Brookshire, 1971; 
Laskey, 1976; Liles and Brookshire, 1975; Katz, Blumstein, Goodglass, 
and Shrier, 1981). 
2. Neurologically Plausible Control 
The control strategies employed in HOPE are drawn from current 
knowledge of neural networks and psychological theories of memory. HOPE 
uses feedback and feedforward interconnections of active information, in 
conjunction with automatic-decay and threshold-firing propagation to 
converge to a representation of the meaning of a sentence over time. 
Computations which affect the interactive processing occur both serially 
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and in parallel. Processing of information is time synchronous. 
Information becomes active in HOPE when new words are "heard" or 
introduced during the processing of a sentence. Each word has 
distributed aspects of its meaning that are activated over time using a 
fixed-time spreading activation (Collins and Loftus, 1975; Quillian, 
1980). 
Once information is active, i.e. has an associated activity 
vector, its activity value will affect the contextual state of the 
system depending on its interconnections to other information. All 
information that is active, is updated for a Compute-Time-Interval. 
Control is maintained internally to the knowledge structures and is 
effected through activity value propagations and interactions over time 
(cf . Amari and Arbib, 1977; Anderson, Silverstein, Ritz, and Jones, 
1977; Reiss, 1962). As activity values propagate, they are summed with 
activity values of appropriately linked active information until they 
reach or surpass threshold and fire. The effect of threshold-firing can 
be either excitatory or inhibitory. Its effect is determined by the 
state of the grammar and other active information in the system. The 
amount of activity propagated after firing is modifiable for 
experimental purposes. 
There are two memory states for active information. All new 
information enters the short-term state on its initial activation. Only 
4
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information which fires can reach the post-refractory state. 'Ibis state 
is hypothesized to be necessary in processing garden path sentences 
although not tested in the model. 
3. HOPE as a Modelling Tool 
As a modelling tool, HOPE permits experimental design of a "normal" 
model including setting "normal" processing parameters. 'Ibe 
experimenter can define his own lexicon (phonetically), the syntactic 
category-meanings associated with each lexical item (multiple meanings 
are permitted), morphological relationships, case-control constraints, 
the grammar (represented as a Categorial Grammar, cf. Ajdukiewicz, 
1935; Bar-Hillel, 196lt; Bach, 1980a; 1980b; 1981; Lewis, 1972) and 
interpretation functions (encoded in LISP) to activate the meaning of a 
word within the PRAGMATIC representation. 
Modifiable parameters included in the design are a basic set that 
enable us to demonstrate the feasibility of the model's simulation 
results. The parameter values must be determined for the 
model-specified syntax to produce what is considered to be a " normal" 
performance for the comprehension process on a cover set of sentences 
for the grammar. (A cover set of sentences includes all well-defined 
syntactic combinations of the model-defined categories. 
each sentence of the set must be clinically testable.) 
In addition, 
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In the currently defined version of HOPE. the parameters permit 
modification of 
1. the rate of word input relative to the fixed rate of activity 
propagation through memory. 
2. the rate of decay in either of two different memory states. 
3. the length of the decay interval (defined in terms of 
Compute-Time-Interval updates of information. and relative to 
the effect of fixed-propagation through memory. and the rate of 
new word introduction). 
Other parameters which may be modified directly and which affect 
propagation include: 
1. the amount of activity propagated after thresholding (reaching 
or surpassing a parameter defined threshold value). and 
2. the amount of inhibitory or excitatory propagation among 
competing meanings. 
The parameters. once tuned for the "normal" state. can be modified 
to represent clinically suggested processing hypotheses that result in 
observed aphasic behavior. An example of a parameter modification that 
can be interpreted as a short-term memory deficit is to increase the 
rate of decay in the short-term state leaving all other parameters as 
tuned for the "normal" condition. 
q_ Validation and Evolution of HOPE 
We have conducted clinical studies to validate the present 
experimentally defined model. One study analyzes whether aphasic 
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patients have multiple meanings of words spoken in isolation available 
(Gigley, in preparation). It uses a picture selection task. Briefly, 
the task is to point to all possible meanings for the spoken word and to 
indicate when there are no more meanings available. 
An assumption in HOPE is that all meanings of words are 
simultaneously accessed (cf. Marslen-Wilson and Tyler, 1980; 
Seidenberg and Tannenhaus, 1980a; Seidenberg, Tannenhaus, and Leiman, 
1980b; and Swinney, to appear), and that during the on-line sentence 
comprehension process, disambiguation of the contextually correct 
meaning is determined over time. We tested a weaker hypothesis: are 
multiple meanings available at all, i.e. in the off-line condition. 
The use of the results with respect to the model is to claim that for 
those patients having multiple-meaning lexical access within normal 
range, the parameter-controlled, hypothesized lesions could be factors 
underlying their clinically determined performance deficit during 
comprehension. 
A second study on the same set of patients uses a picture selection 
task to determine the meaning of isolated spoken sentences. Tite task 
uses simple declarative sentences which include some sentences whose 
meaning is dependent on correct processing of closed class words, such 
as determiners. 
Evidence, such as that from the first study, is to be used to 
determine "lesionability" hypotheses between the model and patient 
7
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population. The second study is intended to determine the validity of 
the model's performance, or to aid in determining how to modify the 
model to make it a better approximation to aphasic performance. The 
model and clinical studies need to be designed hand-in-hand to 
effectively continue the evolution of the model and hopefully, to 
enhance our understanding of brain processing. 
5. Lesion Experimentation on HOPE 
Lesion experiments consist of two parts. First, the model must be 
run in its intact "normal" state, tuning parameters to produce an 
accepted "normal" pattern of response from the model on a cover set of 
sentences. Then, lesions are encoded by modifying parameters such as: 
1. the rate of short-term memory decay (clinically interpreted as 
a short-term memory deficit), 
2. the rate of new word introduction relative to propagation 
effect (interpreted as a slow-down of propagation), 
3. the propagation constant (clinically interpreted as defective 
firing), 
LI. the elimination 
a complete 
representation 
deficit), or 
of specific knowledge within a representation, 
knowledge representation, or access to a 
(clinically interpreted as a specific knowledge 
5. the usefulness of a representation (such as eliminating the 
interpretation of determiners as opposed to their grammatical 
level of representation). 
Evidence from the "lesion" experiments on HOPE to date has 
demonstrated that current testing procedures have omitted evidence that 
8
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could refute or support the model. Often, model demonstrated 
interpretations of a sentence have not been included in the possible 
patient response selections of existing neurolinguistic studies. The 
reason thi~ has happened is that the studies, based on linguistic 
theory, have not been able to consider language as a process. HOPE is a 
process model, and because of the complexity of interaction during 
processing, demonstrates possible interpretations of an utterance that 
are not obvious from a theoretical analysis. Hence, the valid~tion of 
the model requires future testing using studies designed to include a 
sufficient level of detail to relate to the evidence from the model. 
6. HOPE as a Process Model 
HOPE is suggested as a new methodology for the study of language as 
a process. It demonstrates the differences between linguistic theory, 
linguistic performance, and processing of language. It is not claimed 
that the model is the model of language processing in the brain, but 
rather, that it is a first attempt to develop such a model including 
evidence from lesion and stimulation studies as constraints. As such it 
will require extensive testing for validation and for evolution to a 
better approximation of a model which subserves language behavior. "How 
to validate?", "How to obtain adequate data?", "How to evolve?", are 
current questions being address~d as planning for future work continues. 
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7. HOPE and AI 
HOPE demonstrates the application of a new control methodology 
within AI. Toe control strategy requires a different problem 
decomposition than is found in current AI systems. Production system 
control and ATN control both require an explicit enumeration of each 
precondition set or state. The cooperative-control strategy instead 
emphasizes a generalized interaction which implicitly includes all 
precondition sets or states. It frees the modeller from defining the 
enumeration and instead employs the interactive computations to 
enumerate the preconditions or states for the modeller. The potential 
strength of this methodology will be demonstrated in planned expansions 
of the research. 
8. Summary 
We have developed a new approach to studying natural language as a 
process that integrates our current level of knowledge of neural 
function with cognitive modelling techniques from AI and simultaneously 
employs constraints reported in studies of neurolinguistics, psychology, 
and linguistics. HOPE provides a research facility to analyze language 
as an on-line interactive process by including time as a critical factor 
in the process. 
The contribution of the research to the study of aphasia is in 
focusing the analysis of the degraded performance of the clinical 
10
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population on modes of processing abilities in conjunction with 
quantitatively characterizable performance abilities, rather than 
relying solely on the latter. 
The contribution of the research to computer science will come from 
its relation to many aspects of the problems of man-machine interface, 
as well as in applications of the control strategy to other problem 
domains. HOPE demonstrates that one can adequately analyze human 
processing behavior in a computationally definable 
important result for Intelligent Computer Aided 
way. This is an 
Instruction (!CAI) 
studies. Furthermore, the development of evolutionary methodologies for 
the HOPE model are applicable to the human studies which underlie the 
design of !CAI models, and to the design and development of natural 
language interfaces to data bases and computer systems. 
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